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The final accepted version of your manuscript must be encoded in LATEX using the CDM tem-
plate, and submitted electronically. Please ensure that the manuscript conforms to the guidelines
specified in this document (manuscripts that do not conform to these guidelines may be returned
to the author for further revision). This ensures a certain level of consistency among manuscripts,
while allowing authors some freedom with regards to the final layout. Once the formatting has
been completed, submit all the LATEX files, and any graphics, to cdm@ucalgary.ca. When the
galley is returned to you, a copyright transfer form will be attached. In addition to reviewing
the galley, please complete and return this form. Co-authors, if any, must complete and send a
copyright transfer forms as well.

Formatting instructions
CDM provides a template (cdmtemplate.tex) and a set of standard commands (cdmstdcmds.tex)

to aid you in following these formatting instructions. Copies should have been sent with this file.
If not, they are available on our website at:

http://cdm.math.ucalgary.ca/cdm/index.php/cdm/about/submissions#authorGuidelines

1. CDM uses the amsart class with an 11pt font and the default margins for letter-sized paper.
Do not change any margins or indents; such changes will be removed during galley prepara-
tion. Also, the following commands should be kept to a minimum: \smallskip \medskip

\bigskip \newpage \hspace \vspace

2. Addresses (including email addresses) appear at the end of the paper. Please use the
\author, \address, and \email commands provided by the amsart class.

3. There is a standard footer for the first page, created by the following commands in the
preamble.

\date{(date1), and in revised form (date2).}

\subjclass[2010]{(MSC numbers)}

\keywords{(List of keywords)}

\thanks{(Any funding / affiliation thanks.)}

“date1” and “date2” will be filled in by the technical editor during galley preparation. Please
include appropriate 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification codes, and a list of keywords
and phrases where indicated. Thanks entries are not mandatory.

4. An Abstract of no more than 300 words must be included.

5. Figures and images must be included in a standard way (e.g., using the graphicx or epsfig
packages). For any text in figures, the authors should attempt to use the same font as that
in the rest of the manuscript.

6. Include \usepackage and \newcommand commands only for packages and commands actu-
ally used in your manuscript.
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7. Please ensure that LATEX runs on your paper without reporting errors. In particular, margin
overruns (overfull hboxes) must be repaired.

8. Use the AMS LATEX \newtheorem command to define theorems, lemmas, propositions, and
other such environments (collectively called ‘theorems’). These can be numbered or un-
numbered; however, if numbered, the theorems must be automatically numbered. Do not
“hard-code” these numbers.

9. Use the \label and \ref commands for cross-referencing; do not “hard-code” these numbers.

10. Figures and tables should have captions. The only exceptions are small, in-line tables.

Note: During galley preparation, it may be necessary to move tables or figures to other
locations (either on the same page, or a nearby following page) to prevent ugly page breaks.
Occasionally, larger tables will be placed on separate pages and rotated.

11. References should be numbered in alphabetical order by the first author’s last name, and
referred to by number. Use standard journal abbreviations (see Mathematical Reviews).

For articles in journals, use

2. K.L. Collins, M. Hovey, and A.N. Trenk, Bounds on the distinguishing chromatic num-
ber, The Electronic Journal of Combinatorics 13 (2006), #R16.

4. J.H. Schmerl and W.T. Trotter, Critically indecomposable partially ordered sets, graphs,
tournaments and other binary relational structures, Discrete Math. 113 (1993), 191-
205.

For books, use

5. P. Hell and J. Nešetril, Graphs and homomorphisms, Oxford Lecture Series in Mathe-
matics and Its Applications, Oxford University Press, 2004.

For websites use

8. The GAP Group, GAP – Groups, Algorithms, and Programming, version 4.4, 2004,
http://www.gap-system.org.

9. E. W. Weisstein, Necklace, MathWorld–A Wolfram Web Resource, http://mathworld.
wolfram.com/Necklace.html.

During the galley preparation, every effort will be made to preserve the integrity of your
manuscript. Any major formatting changes made by the technical editor will be pointed out when
the galley is sent to you for review. Your cooperation in adhering to these guidelines will help
ensure that the galley does not differ significantly from your final submission. CDM appreciates
your efforts in this final stage before publication. If you have questions or require assistance, please
contact us at cdmtech@math.ucalgary.ca.


